
 

 

 



 

 

UFOs and God is not single-themed but a medley of characters kayaking 

their way through the erratic channels of life. Some of these stories are 

sharp edged and crafted to cut you emotionally to the quick. Others are 

inviting like a warm cozy room on a bitter cold day. A couple – it is 

hoped – will simply make you laugh. 

In Wake Up, a man decides each morning whether he is to live or die, 

while UFOs and God explores faith and aliens. After being financially 

devastated by the 2008 economic crash, Mason Hammer makes a bold 

decision to live out a long held dream in Echoes. 

From farm to urban, from World War II to the Digital Age, the places 

and times, people and events in UFOs and God spotlight the tender 

underbelly of the human condition in all its glory and despair on these 

varied stages of fiction. 
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Whiff 

The Embassy corporate car pulled up in front of its first sales stop on 

Pride Street. The corporate vehicle was pristine. The Embassy Elite Fleet 

team had done an immaculate job of cleaning it inside and out before 

turning it over to their top sales person. Inside the modern hybrid branded 

with the Embassy logo and contact information, Dominic Dinfield 

gathered himself to begin his rounds. Dominic normally made his rounds 

in the morning and caught up on paperwork in the afternoon. 

Intermittently, he would do an afternoon visit mostly as a follow-up to 

customers he had already signed or were on the fence. His numbers were 

amongst the best in the region so no one griped about his schedule. 

Dominic was ten minutes late from his normal eight a.m. start. He 

wrestled with organizing his sales materials and customer information 

that had been mysteriously scrambled into disarray. The muddle of his 

briefcase was a fitting metaphor for the way his life had been for the last 

three months. For the last couple of days his son had been ransacking the 

house in search of his hidden birthday gifts. This time Dominic suspected 

his youngest had rifled through his leather briefcase on such a quest and 

decided not to mention it to his father. Little did his son know all of his 

presents were neatly and brightly wrapped and waiting for him at his 

mom’s place. Three months prior a joint divorce decree had been 

finalized for Dominic and his wife. It had marked a new dimension in his 

life; one that had emerged from structured discontent. 

Without realizing it Dominic had come to place Teresa, eleven, and 

Mason, eight at the center of his universe. His children provided him with 

the impudence to ride the dive-bombing effects of lost love and shameful 

divorce and move forward into the light of redemptive hope. Just when 

he thought he was getting a handle on things the school year started. 



 

 

Dominic had only begun to work out the kinks of readying his children 

for school and himself for work. He had, of late, found himself feeling as 

though he was behind. Most times, he was correct. 

It was also the first time Dominic had to handle all family 

responsibilities on his own. During the best of times, he would drop their 

children off at school and Rosario, who everyone called Rosa except 

Dominic, would pick them up after work. Rosario was also the one who 

herded their children in the morning while he prepared breakfast and 

readied their lunches. He and Rosario were rock solid as far as their 

parenting teamwork went. It was as husband and wife where they 

eventually faltered. 

Rosario was a dynamo when it came to her professional career. She 

had an insatiable passion for business success and upward mobility. Her 

voracious appetite along with her stellar brilliance had landed her in no 

time a top executive position at one of the largest corporations in the 

world. Rosario was destined for a presidency that would be her gateway 

to a CEO position. Dominic had much more modest aspirations. He was 

content making a living wage at jobs with decent benefits as long as it 

meant he would have quality time with his family. Rosario put in long 

hours at the office. He did the minimum forty with few exceptions. 

Rosario always brought work home. He rarely did. As his wife sprinted 

up the corporate ladder, his advancement was at best modest until it 

ultimately became stagnant. To Rosario her work was divine. She 

cherished and relished her professional achievements. While Dominic 

was always proud of her accomplishments, he savored most when they 

functioned as a family. 

The idea of Dominic becoming a househusband had been discussed 

between him and Rosario. Try as he might, Dominic could not bring 

himself to accept that singular role. He did not mind bringing home a 

fraction of the income his wife generated, but he felt it necessary he 

financially contributed as a matter of principal. His male ego required it. 

He was the type of man his father had raised him to be. It was how 

Dominic was bringing up Mason. Archaic or not, that was the way of 

Dinfield men. 

Dominic never doubted Rosario remained faithful throughout their 

marriage, as had he. It was not in their natures to cheat, although their 



 

 

reasoning for fidelity he believed differed. For him it was a promise of 

the heart. Dominic had not only married the woman he loved but had 

intended to spend the rest of his life with her. For Rosario love was only 

part of the equation. Marriage for her was a binding agreement to spend 

their lives together and contracts were something Rosario held sacred. 

This was, of course, supposition on Dominic’s part. He had no desire to 

discover if his speculation was true. Rosario was his wife and for 

Dominic that was all that mattered. 

Some viewed his ex as a cold fish. Dominic knew better. It was not 

only because after fourteen years of marriage their passion never 

dwindled in the bedroom; nor was it because Rosario was thoughtful and 

considerate when it came to matters she deemed important like family 

birthdays, holidays or anniversaries. Rosario was the tale of two women. 

On the one hand, she was a hard charging focused professional. On the 

other, she was caring and thoughtful but only rudimentarily affectionate 

as a mother and spouse. 

As a result of Rosario’s blazing success, they moved into a larger 

house in an upscale part of town. It seemed to alter their family dynamic. 

As Rosario skyrocketed toward her goals, their family found themselves 

further and further back in her rearview mirror. Rosario insisted they 

employ a nanny to help with the children. Dominic objected. Rosario 

won out. His wife insisted they hire staff to attend to household chores. 

Dominic argued they should handle those duties themselves. Rosario was 

once again the victor. Rosario insisted they hire a gardening service to 

tend to their landscaping needs despite Dominic’s adamant protest that he 

enjoyed doing the work. Dominic conceded on that point as well. 

The large house they moved into became more of a residence than a 

home. A full time chef relieved Dominic of his cooking contributions. 

Dominic tried to reclaim a modicum of his role as chef by making his 

once family favorite strawberry waffles for breakfast. Rosario had 

already left for the office on that morning. Missing breakfast had become 

such a common occurrence for their mother that their children took no 

notice of her absence. 

With a proud smile, Dominic placed his golden brown waffles 

teeming with fresh strawberries in front of his children. 

“What’s this?” Teresa said. 



 

 

“Strawberry waffles, your favorite,” Dominic said. 

“Not anymore,” Mason said. 

“Since when?” Dominic asked. 

“Since Jesse started making us breakfast,” Teresa said. “Where is 

Jesse?” 

“I gave him the morning off. So what is your favorite now?” 

“I like omelets, crepes, and the special hot cereals Jesse makes like 

honey almond polenta,” Teresa said. 

“Mine are French toast, scrambled eggs and frittatas like the 

mushroom cheese frittata Jesse made for me yesterday.” 

“I was only expecting one dish,” Dominic said. 

“Sorry, Dad,” Mason said. 

“And don’t forget about his homemade pastries,” Teresa said. 

“How can I,” Mason said. “My mouth’s watering just thinking about 

them.” 

“OK, I get the picture,” Dominic said. “Jesse’s a good cook.” 

“More like a great cook,” Teresa said. “You should know, Dad. You 

eat breakfast and dinner with us every day.” 

“There’s no denying Jesse is an excellent cook. Not even Jesse the 

great can make waffles like these. Give ‘em a try. Discover what you’ve 

been missing,” Dominic said, his smile fading along with his hopes. 

Teresa and Mason poked at his best effort with frowns. 

“Are we being punished?” Mason asked. 

“Why would you think that?” Dominic asked. 

“Just wondering,” Mason said, shrugging his shoulders, picking at his 

waffle as if it were broccoli, which he hated. Teresa felt similar about 

zucchini and treated her waffle the same. 

Dominic had made himself a waffle. He cut out a bite size piece and 

ate it. He grinned with genuine pleasure as he chewed. His reaction had 

no effect on the children. 

“Can we at least have some syrup?” Mason asked. 

“And butter?” Teresa added. 

“You’ve never needed syrup and butter before with my strawberry 

waffles,” Dominic said. 

The picking continued. 



 

 

Dominic had expected he would be hurt by a waffle rejection. 

Instead, to his surprise, he felt amused by the development. He leaned in 

close to his children. His smile as warm as his waffles. His voice 

confident, calm and reassuring. 

“I’ll make you a deal,” he said, looking back and forth between their 

questioning eyes. 

“Take one bite. If you don’t like it, we’ll throw them away. And, I 

promise never to darken your breakfast with my strawberry waffles ever 

again.” 

“Can we get that in writing,” Teresa said. 

They laughed. 

“My word is my bond,” Dominic said. 

“No exit or arbitration clauses, or loopholes, and no statute of 

limitations on the aforementioned promise regarding the immediate 

termination of strawberry waffles?” Teresa asked. 

“I give you my solemn word as your father.” 

Teresa and Mason looked at each other. Dominic marveled at the way 

his children could communicate with just a glance. He loved the fact they 

were that close. 

“Deal,” Teresa said, extending her hand to seal the agreement. 

Dominic shook his daughter’s hand while thinking of how much she was 

like her mother when it came to negotiating. 

Teresa took a nibble. Dominic could tell it was still zucchini in  

her mind. Her face lit up. Teresa cut herself a bite size piece and ate 

it. 

“This is really good, Dad!” 

Teresa proceeded to dissect her waffle into bite size pieces. 

“Are you sure you don’t need some syrup and butter?” Dominic 

asked. 

Teresa shook her head not wanting to talk with her mouth full. 

Mason had observed them closely. He had inherited his father’s gift 

of healthy skepticism. Due to urging from his sister, Mason tried a small 

bite. He smiled. 

“Now I remember why I liked them so much,” Mason said. Like 

Teresa, Mason dissected his waffle and ate. 



 

 

The children inhaled their waffles and asked for more. Dominic had 

been prepared for such a request. He stopped them at three. Teresa and 

Mason tried changing their dad’s mind with no success. They were 

disappointed. Until Dominic promised to make strawberry waffles for 

breakfast once a week contingent upon Teresa nullifying their oral 

contract. Teresa agreed air ripping up their formal agreement. Father and 

daughter sealed the deal with a hug. 

While Dominic was pleased with his small victory, he accepted the 

fact things would not return to how they once were. His children had 

tasted the fine cuisine of a professional chef and there was no going back 

to amateur offerings. Along with his strawberry waffle day, Dominic 

maintained the privilege of taking his children to school. The nanny had 

taken over Rosario’s duty of picking them up afterwards. 

Their mother had always treated Teresa and Mason with aloofness. In 

part, it may have been because Rosario was never keen on having 

children. Rosario felt more obligated to become a mother to fulfill her 

debt as wife and to deafen the nagging voices of their families on the 

matter. Once Teresa and Mason were born, Rosario seemed to accept 

them as solutions to a problem, as opposed to a glorious addition to their 

lives. In private, Rosario had tearfully confessed that shameful sin to her 

husband. A brutal secret they still shared. 

In no way had his wife shown any bitterness, resentment, or spite 

toward Teresa and Mason. Rosario could even have been said to love 

them. When it came to nurturing, his ex didn’t have that natural instinct. 

Rosario had a tendency to treat her children more like pupils at a 

boarding school rather than the woman who gave them life. Her instincts 

ran more toward fostering her career rather than motherhood. 

For the children this was not an issue. They had been weaned off their 

mother since birth. Many of their mother’s qualities had filtered into 

them. Their mom was different from those of their peers. Their mother 

was not doting or affectionate. She did not bask them with unworthy 

praise or drown them in positivity. Those qualities they received in 

droves from their father, grandparents and other relatives. Their mother 

was direct and honest in her dealings with them without being mean or 

corrosive. She was a practical, forward thinking individual in all matters, 



 

 

it seemed to them. This was her way. They accepted and loved their 

mother for who she was. 

Teresa and Mason took the divorce in stride as if it was the inevitable 

outcome of a formula film. It wasn’t because they didn’t love their 

mother nor did they believe for a second that their mother didn’t love 

them. They simply knew her better than her husband did. For that reason, 

they worried about their father. His strength was in question. They saw 

their mother as the strong reserved type whereas their dad kept his 

emotions in his shirt pocket ready to be extracted at a moment’s notice. 

Their mom would be okay. He was the vulnerable one. His love ran so 

deep for their mother they were concerned as to how he would get along 

without her. 

Dominic and Rosario agreed to joint custody with Dominic being the 

primary care provider of their offspring from their fourteen-year nuptial. 

Her career came first. Rosario had come to accept that realization. 

Rosario would pay child support. Dominic had not requested alimony 

although his attorney believed he could have won citing the fact Rosario 

made considerably more money as a corporate executive than he made as 

a cable TV sales representative. Rosario turned over the deed of the 

residence that she had purchased outright to Dominic. His ex had moved 

into a condo downtown that seemed to suit her fine. She verbally agreed 

to help in every way. Rosario always kept her word. His ex cautioned 

Dominic not to allow his stubborn pride to get in the way of asking for 

help. 

An example was Rosario felt Dominic should have kept the nanny. 

She would have gladly continued to pay for her service. Rosario believed 

why make parenting more difficult than it already was especially now 

that Dominic was for the most part a single dad. Rosario grudgingly 

remained mute on Dominic’s firing of the nanny, but she insisted that the 

rest of the household staff, gardening service and chef remain at her 

expense. When Dominic resisted Rosario played one of her trump cards. 

Rosario told Dominic if he did not accept her terms she would fight him 

for custody of the children. Dominic knew Rosario would win hands 

down. His ex was never an unfit mother. Even a court with cataracts for 

justice could see that fact. 



 

 

Dominic promised Rosario he would not allow his pride to stand in 

the way of the welfare of their children. Dominic knew he would have no 

trouble honoring that promise. It would be unfair to uproot Teresa and 

Mason from a community and lifestyle they had come to appreciate. 

Dominic adapted. He wanted to regain some of the wholesome working 

class character his family had before the wealth. He was taking cooking 

classes. He had wanted to win back the culinary praise of his children and 

believed the classes would help. His plan was to make more than the 

once a week strawberry waffles. When the time came, he would reclaim 

one of his roles as breakfast chef. From there, who knew what other 

family virtues could be restored. 

 

*   *   * 

 


